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was it something more then i could never bare
to breath cause you always turned around
and i could never dream another dream of you
gone wrong cause it would tear me down

please help me figure out the way im suppose to act
right now at this very moment
cause i need the help of anyone on any day
so please help me find my way

maybe im worth your time
or maybe im not worth a thing
maybe im just a fling well
this is how i feel when you were gone

everything amounts to what you gave me
for i will pray to God that you will go on and capture
all those things we ever tried to say
cause living in bliss corrupted system
has darkened all our hearts in to a vision
that puts us on a path that we will hope
you never (break us)
and maybe after all weve said and said and done
tonight we can undo this fight
we can we can we can turn all of these tragedies in
tragic memories

memorize my mind and tell me how to live
memorize my life and tell me im a kidmake this work
all into play.

let them know its all okay
let there be another night and let there be another day
well i hope you break this and never replace this
well i hope you break this and never replace this

maybe im worth your time
or maybe im not worth a thing
maybe im just a fling well
this is how i feel when you were gone
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everything amounts to what you gave me
for i will pray to God that you will go on and capture
all those things we ever tried to say
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